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By letter of 26 March 1979 the president of the councir of the
European communities requested Lhe European parriament, pursuant to
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty, to deliver an opinion on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communit,ies to the Council for a decision
on the llultiannuaI Programme of the .Toint Research Centre 19go-19g3.
The President of the European Parliament referred this protrrcsal
to the Committee on Energy and Research as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on the Environment, public
Health and Consumer Protection for their opinions.
on 25 January l-979 the Committee on Energy and Research aplrcinted
Mr Fl5mig raptrnrteur.
rt considered this proposal at its meetings of 2L March 1979 and
4 April 1979.
At its meeting of 4 April 1979 the committee unanimously adopted
the motion for a resolution and the explanatory statement 
____JPresent: Mrs walz, chairman; ur rrimig, vice-chairman and rapporteur;
Mr veronesi, vice-chairman; Mr Ansquer, Lord Bessborough, Mr Fioret,
Iur Fuchs, Mr rbrugg€r, ]tr Lagorce (deputizing for Mr Laurain), Mr Lamberts,
Mr Liogier, Mr NoE and llr Osborn.
The opinions of the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on the
Environment, Pubric Hearth and consumer protection are attached.
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AThe Committee on Energy and Research hereby sr:bmits to the European
Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory
statement:
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
embodying the opinion of the European parriament on the proSrcsal from
the commission of the European communities to the councir for a
mult,iannuar programme of the Joint Research centre rggo-I9g3
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the pro;rcsar from the commission of the European
Communities to the Council (COM(79) t2I final),
- having been consulted by the Council (Doc. 27/79),
- having regard to the report of the committee on Energy and Research
and the opinions of the Committee on Budgets and the committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protection (Doc. 54/7g),
- having regard to its previous resolutions on Community research and
in particular its resolutions :
- on the conditions for a fresh start in community research at the
Joint Research Centre -l-;
- on the communication from the Commission of the European Communities
to the councir on the objectives, priorities and resources for a
common research and development trrc1icy 2;
- 
on the protrrcsal from the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. L45/76) for a multiannual research programme of the
Joint Research Centre (1977-1980)1
- considering the serious accident to the nuclear reactor at Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, USA i
t. Endorscrthe criteria used for selecting research activities in the
proposed multiannual programme of the Joint Research Centre i
2. Believes that the choice of actions to be carried out in this pro-
gramme eorresponds to the needs of the Community ;
r oJ No. c 125 , g.6.1976, p. 16
2 oJ lto. c 125, 8.5 .1976, p. 18
3 o, *o. c 23g, 1r.10.1976, p. 1r
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3. Is pleased to note the priority accorded to research programmes in the
field of energy ;
4. Approves the fact that the programme is to concentrate on a limited
number of research topics i
5. Supports the idea of reviewing the prograrnme in its third year so thdt
it can be succeeded by a new programme during its fourth year ;
6. Stresses the need to coordinate as in the past the JRC's research
activities with research being carried out through indirect action and
with the research programmes of the Member States ;
7. Emphasizes the importance of making the fullest possible use of
research results and of disseminating knouledge derived from the
community's research activities i
8. Expresses its satisfaction with the ratio of staff costs to operating
expenditure ;
9. Feels that, in view of the need to rejuvenate the personnel of the JRC,
the Commission should be authorized to recruit additional staff at the
start of the programme, provided that, by the end of the prografilme, the
number of staff would not exceed the total authorized ;
10. Stresses the need for intensified research into reactor safety and
welcomes the fact Ehat 48% of the appropriations proposed for the new
prograrnme are to be allocated to rnuclear safety and the fuel cycIe.;
demands, moreover, that the results of the enquiry into the serious
incident at the Three Mile Island reactor near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
USA be given special consideration in this area of research ;
1I. Welcomes the cooperation of third ccuntries in the execution of the
multiannual programme of the JRC, and particularly the invotvement of
the USA and Japan in the reactor safety prograrune i
12. Notes that the Joint Research Centre could have a useful role to play
in a Community policy of cooperation with developing countries in the
energy field 
,-
13. Calls on the Council to take a decision whereby the use of the ESSOR
reactor through the SUPER-SARA project, which is necessary if an
important part of the reactor safety programme is to be carried out,
form part of this new prograrnme /.
L4. Takes note of the Annual Relrcrt of the Court of Auditors for the
financial year L9771, a.rd calls on the Commission to ensure that the
financial management of the 1980-1983 prograrune will not give rise to
similar criticism ;
15. Approves the proposal for a multi-annual programme of the Joint Research
Centre 1980-1983.
10, 
*o. c 313, 30. Lz.:9Ta
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BEXPLANATORY STATEMENT
I. INTRODUCT]ON
1. After a period of uncertainty and one year programmes lasting from 1967
to 1973, a multiannual Joint Research centre research progranme hras
drawn up for the years L973-L976. This programme constituted an
intermediate phase in the reorganization of the Joint Research Centre and
was followed by the first of the new style multiannual programmes which
covered the years 1972-r9go and was the subject of a report by Mrs waIzI.
one of the nover features of this progra!rune was the provi-sion whereby it was
to be reviewed during its third year so that it could be replaced by a new
multiannual programme at the beginning of its fourth year. The proposed
Programme which is at present being consj-dered should therefore take over
from the current prograrnme on I January 1990.
IT. OBJECTIVES AND CHOICE OF PROJECTS
2. rn L974 the then committee on Energy, Research and Technology started
work on a report on the conditions for a fresh start on corununity research
at the Joint Research centre2. This retrrcrt expressed the view that future
multiannual research prograrnmes should be drawn up to suit the interests
of the community as refrected in the forrowing criteria:
the scope of the research should be rarge enough to justify pooring
aIl intellectual capacity at Cornmunity 1eveI;
the subject of the research must be relevant to the Community and where
lrcssible benefit the public services of the Community;
the subjec+- of the research must fall within the framework of Community
trn licies.
3. This re5rcrt emphasized the need to concentrate Community research
undertaken at the ,loint Research Centre on a limited number of topics
which satisified the criterion of the rnterest of the community, and
considered that research activities in the energy sector shoutd constitute
a central element of the future multiannual prograrnme.
Doc. 2A3/76, OJ No. C
Rapporteur Mr F15mig,
238, 11.10.1976, p. 11
Doc. 49,/76, OJ No. C 125, 8.6.1976, p. 16
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4. rn 1975 the commission submitted a communi.cationl to the council
on the objecti-ves, priorities and resources for a common research and
development programme. This communication was approved by the Committee
on Energy and Research and the European parriament2. rt raid down
five criteria for the choice of research projects. These criteria lyqrs
as follows:
- 
action designed to contribute directly to the implementation of the
community's sectorar policies (e.g. energy, environment, agricurture
etc. ) ;
- 
action which, because of the extent of the human and financial resources
required, cannot be carried out on a national basis (e.g. thermonuclear
fusion) ;
- 
action where development costs and outlets carr for a huge market
(e.g. aeronautics, data processing) ;
- 
action that is transnational by its very nature (e.g. translrcrt and
telecommunications systems) ;
- 
action meeting locaI authority requirements common to the Member States
(e.9. environment, town planning, CBR etc.).
rt was intended that these criteria shourd apply to both direct and
indirect actions.
5. The multiannual Joint Research Centre research prograrnme (1977-1980)
was drawn up in the light of the above-mentioned criteria. To a great
extent these criteria have been retained for the new programme (1980-1983),
and the Commission has summarised the Joint Research Centre,s role in
the field of Community scientific and technological policy as follows:
(aI The executj-on of proqrammes of a 'central' nature : the concentration
of the JRC on research activities
- 
which justify the establishment of a broad research potential at
Community level,
- 
which call for the centralization of facilities or functions (e.g. by the
creation of large-scale installations),
- 
in which the JRC can act as a focal point or catalyst for coordination
at Co[ununity level, and finally,
- 
in which it can promote the application of new technologies throughout
the Community.
l cora(zs) 535 final
2 Report by Mr Krieg, Doe. 7l/76, oJ No. c I25, g.6.1976, p.18
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(b) The performance of a public service role : the JRC is developing this
by meeting the needs of Government organizations, universities and
industry for specialized equipment, know-how, products and services.
A significant factor in this respect is the independent position of the
JRC and its impartial judgment.
(c) The provision of services to the commission : the JRc can act as the
commission's own tool in the provisj.on to it of scientific and technical
expertise and suplrcrt in the formurati-on and implementation of t,he
sectoral 1rclicies of the Communities. An im;rcrtant new development in
this respect is the contribution which the JRC can make to scientific
and technical co-operation with the developing countries within the
development trrcIicies of the Community',
6- The committee on Energy and Research finds itself in agreement with the
Commission with regard to the role of the Joint Research Centre as defined
above.
III. THE MULTIAIINTIAL PROGRAMME 1980-1983
7. The proSrcsed new prograrune wourd to a fairry large extent 
- 
about
half - represent a continuation of the current acE,ivities of the Centre.
At the same time certain aspects of the prograrnme have been modified to
fit in better with community sectorar 1rclicies or as a resurt of the
experience gained tn L977 and 1978.
8- The programme can be broken down into the following six research axeas,
one of these, 'operation of large scare instalrations,, having been a
supplement to rather than an integrar part of the 1977-19g0 progranune.
Four of these research areas are in turn sub-divided into individual
progra[unes. The new prograrnme has been summarised as fo]-rows by the
Commission:
'The prograrnme centres around six research areas (as against five in
t-he L977-80 programme) :
The area "Nucrear safety and the Fuel cycre', is subdivided into four
programmes :
A.1. Reactor Safety
A.2. Plutonium Puels and Actinide Research
A.3. Safety of Nuclear Materials
4.4. Safeguards and Management of Fissile Materials
The fact that the Prograrune on Safeguards and Management of Fissile
Materials comes under this heading rather than among the support
projects is due to the scale of the research that needs to be done
and its potentiar varue as a support to the work of the IAEA.
-o PE 57.487 / fi,n.
The area "Future Forms of Enerqv" is again subdivided into four
progranunes :
B.I. Solar Energy
B.2. Hydrogen Production, Storage and Transport of Energy
B. 3. Thernpnuclear Fusion Technology
B.4. High Temperature l,laterials
Programme B.2. takes account of the evorution of the work, and
provides for the research to be extended to techniques of storing
energy in forms other than hydrogen.
The area "Study and Protection of the Environment,, comprises two
Programmes :
C.1. Protection of the Environment
C.2. Remote Sensing from Space
rn view of their honoaeneity, it seemed expedient to group arr the
activities associated with Remote Sensing from Space under programme
C.2. rather than distribute them according to their uses.
The area "Nuclear Measurem " is deart with in a singre programme of
the same name. owing to its orientation, the non-nuclear section of
the I,IETRE progranme is incruded in topic E under the heading ,,support
to the CBR" .
The area "Specific Support f ,'
is subdivided into six programmes :
8.1. Informatics
E.1. Support to Safeguards
8.3. Suptrrcrt to the Community Bureau of Reference
8.4. Training and Education
E.5. Valorization of Research Results
E.6. Provision of scientific and rechnical services on Request
There is no separate prograrnme of support for another imlrcrtant
sectoral activity, development aid. owing to the specific nature
of the contributions the JRC will be cal1ed uIDn to make, provision
for such support is made under the appropriate programmes, in
particular Solar Energy, Remote Sensing and Training.
Lastly the area "Operation of Large-ScaIe Installations', is represented
at the moment by one programme only rerating t<; the operation of the
HI'R reactor'.
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9- The "nucrear safety and fuel cycre,,area rs by far the most
important, accounting for 4g% of the credits pro;rcsed for the new
Programme.
10' Particurar attention is to be given to the evaruation of research
and the exproitation of research results in the newry prolrcsed prograrune.
Both in-prog:ramme evaluation and externar_ evaluation are provided
for and the commission has devoted an important secti.on of its
proposal to this vital aspect.
11. The system of regular harf-yearry progress reports on each
programrne wirl be continued. These describe the objectives for theperiod in question, the extent to which these objectives have been
achieved, difficurties encountered and reasons for any derays or
re-adjustments, as well as outrining the work to be undertaken during the
next six months.
12' In the functional budget, credits are allocated to the differentprojects on the basis of their respective use of raboratories andinstalrations and this utirisation is measured by monthry accounts
and weighting coefficients. This procedure constitutes a further
element of evaluatj_on and supervision.
13. An attempt is being made to evaruate resurts by various means.
Perhaps the most obvious evaluation relates to pubrications and the number
of quotations from these publications in outside literature. Al_so
significant are patents and ricences and the reaction to work undertaken
on behalf of outside bodies under contract, or f,or other Commission
departments.
L4. rn addition the Advisory committee on programme Management (acpirr)
which exists for each aspect of the prograrnme assesses the work conducted
under each p-ograrffne on an annual basis. The Generar Advisory committee(GAC) reviews the overall activity of the ,fRC.
15' The committee on Energy and Research has repeatedry carred for closeliaison between the Joint Research centre and indirect and nationar researchprogranunes. The commission has considered this probrem i_n the new
multiannual programme and points out that dialogue between the Member states
and the JRC took place during the preparation of the prograrnme and of the
annuar budget' Furthermore the Advisory committees on programme Management,
which consists of representatives of the Member States, ensure coordinationbetween direct and indirect activities and research carried out on a
national basis.
-l_1- PE 57.487/ ti-n.
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16. As well as by the ACPI,ts and the GAC, the programme is scrutinised
by a series of other committees including:
a number of internal Commission Committees
the Scientific and Technical Committee provided for in Article 7
of the Euratom Treaty
the Scientific and Technical Research Committee (CREST).
IV. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND STAFF
L7. It is estimaLed that the new programme (1980-1983) should cost
542.623 m EUA and have a total staff of 2,250 of which the
research staff would amount to 1,1I0. Personnel expenditure comes
to 276 m EUA or 5L% of the total estimated expenditure, operating
expenditure anpunting to 266.6 m EUA or 49%.
18. The proportional allocation of funds between the
topics in the multiannual programne is as follows:
- 
Nuclear Safety and the FueI Cycle
- 
Future forms of energy
- 
Study and protection of the environment
- 
Nuclear measurements
six research
- 
Scientific support to the Commission's sectoral activities
- 
operation of large-scale installations
Thus by far the largest part is devoted to energry
and energry related actions.
19. It should be noted that the Commission has formulated Article 2
of the draft Council decision in a manner which would appear to be
satisfactory to the European Parliament. The appropriations for
each year would, of course, be voted in the context of the annual
general budget of the European Communitj-es with the European
Parliament and the Council acting has the budgetary authority.
20. Obviously the Commission would have to reassess staff expenditure
following any Council decision adjusting the level of remuneration.
2L. The 2,260 staff required for the new programme is the same as the
level laid down for the end of the current programme, including
the .IRC staff assigned to ESSOR. Ho!,/ever, the Commission ;nints out
that staff stabirity has red to an overalr ageing and insufficient
renewal of technical and scientific skitls. New recruitment was
limited because of earrier decisions to reduce staff at the centre.
48%
t6%
Lff/"
9%
7%
LV/"
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The commission has estimated that *u"iug" through resignations,
deaths, transfers and retirements amounts to some 40 persons annuatry.
rt arso trrcints out that an early retirement scheme is being studied
which might give the option of voluntary retirement at the age of 60.
22. rn order to encourage the renewar and rejuvenation of the staff,
the commission is prolrcsing, as a temporary measure, that with effect
from 1980 the JRC shourd make 70 1rcsts avairabre in excess of the
authorised number, this being less than harf the naturar hrastage
anticipated over the four years of the progranune. The commission
would undertake to restore the situation by the end of the programme.
v.
23.. Generally speaking the choice of actions proposed by the
commission appears to be in accordance with the views of the
committee on Energy and Research, and of the European parriament,
as expressed in its former reports, and in particular in its
resolutions on:
- 
the conditi-ons for a fresh start in community research at theIJRC-,
- the objectives, priorities and resources for a common research
and development policy2,
- the murtiannuar research programme of the JRC (1977-19g0)3.
24. The committee welcomes the continuation of the ,rorring
programme' approach, whereby the proposed new prograrnme will arso
be reviewed in its third year of operation and may be repraced by
another Programme at the beginning of what would have been its fourth
year. This procedure shourd read to a smoother transition between
programmes than has been hitherto the case.
25. The Committee also agrees with the emphasizes given to coordination
between direct and indirect actions and research carried out in other
institutions in the Member states. rn this respect the work of the
ACPI.Is is of particular value.
26- The formulation of Article 2 of the oraft council Decision appearsto be compatibre with the budgetary trrcricy of the European parriament,
in that the indicative nature of the figures quoted is emphasized. The
European Parriament maintains that appropriations and staff numbers mustbe fixed within the context of the annuar generar budget of the European
communities, the councir and the European parriament forming the budgetary
authority.
lRe1rcrt
2Report
3Report
by l,Ir Fliimig, Doc. 49/76, O.I No.
by t"tr Krieg, Doc. 7l/76, O,J No.
by I'!rs WaLz, Doc. 2g3/76, O.t No.
c 125,9.5.1g76, p.
c I25, 8.6.19?6, 9.
c 238, 11.10.1976,
16
18
p. 1L
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27. The Commission has proposed the recruitnrent of 70 extra staff from
the start of the new programme in order to encourage the renewal and
rejuuenation of the staff of the JRC (see paragraph 22 supra). The
Commission would undertake to ensure that staff numbers would not exceed
2,260 by the time the prograrune comes to an end. The Committee on Energy
and Research feels that the Commission's desire to introduce new blood
into the centre is justified, and accordingry gives its support to this
protrrcsa l.
28. The wisdoa of the Conunission's decision to concentrate largely on
nucrear safety and the fuer cycre and future forms of energy has been
confirmed by recent events. As oil prices continue to rise and shortages
aPPear imminent, the need for alternative energy sources is obvious. To
a great extent nuclear develo;xnent has been hindered by popular fears with
regard to safeLy. The success of the JRC programme in this area could play
a part in helping to make nuclear energy more acceptable to the citizens of
the Communi.ty.
29. The Committee on Energy and Research is not in a position to judge the
technical merits of the projects to be undertaken in the area of reactor
safety. However, the politicar orientation of these activities, and especiarry
the LOBI, SUPER-SARA and LwR primary circuit integrity prograrnmes, meets with
the approval of your rapporteur.
30. The serious incident which took place on 28 lvlarch 1979 at Three Mile
rsland nuclear power station, Harrisburg, pennsylvania, usA, highlights once
more the need for intensified research into nuclear safety. The research
area 'nuclear safety and the fuel cycle' is particularly relevant to the
Three Mile Island incident. The Committee on Energy and Research is pleased
to note that the SUPER-SARA project is designed to simulate the behaviour
of a Light water Reactor in the event of coolant loss (such as happened at
the Three Mile Island reactor).
Work on waste management techniques and experimental studies on molten
behaviour (PAHR) are also important.
32- The SUPER-SARA project relies on the utilization of the ESSOR reactor
which has been financed uP to now by the Italian Governmelt. The problem
posed by ESSOR will be considered in Section VI of this explanatory statement.
33. Another aspect of nuclear energy that gives rise to anxiety on the part
of European citizens is the possibility of the proliferation of materials
that could be used to produce nuclear weapons. Research on fissile materials
control and management, an increase in which has been proposed for the new
programme, is being carried out in close collaboration with the Euratom
Safeguards Directorate, the operators of nuclear installations and officials
of the International Atomic Energy Agency.
31.
core
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The aim of this programme is:
- to develop safeguard techniques for application in the main types
of nucrear installations in the fierd of materials, accountancy and
the evaluation of material balance;
- 
to develop measurement methods, instrumentation and techniques
for estimating the isotopic composition of irradiated fuels;
- 
to study containment and surveillance techniques;
- to study safeguard systems for the whole of the nuclear cycle.
34. Though the Committee on Energy and Research believes that the
political approach, e.g. through the Non-Proliferation Treaty, constitutes
the best means of preventing the spread of nuclear weapons, nevertheless
it is of vital importance to provide all possible technical assistance
to the inspection and verification bodies such as the Euratom inspectorate
and the IAEA.
35. It is proposed to step up work on solar energy in the new prograrnme.
Your rapporteur agrees with this proposal as the value of such work
already carried out at the Ispra Centre has been widely acknowledged.
Moreover, with the exception of fusion, solar energy is probably the
renewable source that could offer the greatest potential in the next
century. Your rapporteur is particularty pleased to note that provision
has been made within the solar energy prograrnme for technical assistance
to developing countries, and that the programme is to be carried out in
close coordination with the indirect action prograrnme being undertaken
in this field.
36. As a result of the experience gained in the current multiannual
prograrune and of progress made in the thermochemical production of
hydrogen, the hydrogen production progranune is to be modified. Advanced
studies on energy carriers will continue, and this could be of great
importance to the Third World, where the distances between points of
production and consumption of energy are frequently considerable, as well as
to the Community.
37. Research into technological problems associated with thermonuclear
fusion is to be continued in the new programme. Direct action in the
fusion field is coordinated with the more intensive research carried
out by indirect action which includes JET. One part of the new JRC fusion
progralune would deal with conceptual design studies on fusion reactors and
would make a contribution to the design of post-JET machines. This
-15 pE 57 .4g7 7ftn.
committee has repeatedry stressed the importance of fusion as a
possible major source of energy in the 2rst century ancl consequentry
endorses the inclusion of a fusion section in the JRC,s new programme.
Your rapporteur is pleased to rrote that the ne!{ programme would include
the operation of the cycrotron and experimental research on the
irradiation of materiars. The fusion prograrnme wirr arso involve
preparatory work for a tritiun testing laboratory. This is important
as fusion would not necessarily be without environmentar probrems.
38. A high temperature materials programme, airned at encouraging the
development of these materials which would be require d for future energy
technologies, includes a high temperature materials information centre, a
research project on materials and engineering studies and a data bank
in which quantifiable data would be stocked. your rapporteur agrees with
the utility of this work.
3 9. The research area 'protection of the environment, should account
for some Lo% of the funds to be made avaj.lable for the new prograrnme.
Among the projects coverec is EcDrN, which is to be given special
priority and involves the transition towards the operational stage of
an information and data network on chemical substances. Work of this
nature generally meets with popular approval and the project is politically
desirable as evidence of the community's concern about chemical substances
that could pose a threat to the environment.
40- Another aspect of the JRC's environmental progranme is its work on
remote sensing from space. This could be of considerabre value to
agriculture and to the prospection of ra\r/ materials, including energy
sources. The possible contrih:tion that this could make to Third World
development is obvious. unde:: the heading ,remote sensing from space,
the commission has arso proposed a project ,protection of the sea,,
which could contribute to the eleantiness of our maritime areas.
41. The former I'IETRE progranune for measurements, standards and reference
techniques has been restructured in the light of the experience gained
in 1977-1980. A new prograrnme entitled 'nuclear measurements' , to be
carried out at the GeeI establishment, constitutes the continuation of the
nuclear part of !4ETRE. This consists of the measurement of nuclear data
by means of accelerators, as weII as nuclear reference materials and
techniques, and the European shielding information service aimed at
disseminating information on radiation shielding. The nuclear reference
materials programme is of considerabte utility to the nuclear industry
and to the developnent of safeguards and thus meets with the entire
approval of the Committee on Energy and Research.
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42' The research area 'specific support for the commission.,s sectoral
activities' includes among its six projects, two which are of particularinterest to this committee, namery'support to safeguards, and ,varorisation
of research results'- This committee has always recognised the importance
of the Euratom safeguards inspectorate. The JRC acts as reference laboratoryfor the analysis of samples taken during the ccurse of safeguards inspections
and gives technical assistance to the safeguards directorate. This valuabre
work should be encouraged and it is appropriate that this be conducted in theCommunity, s own laboratories.
43' Your rapporteur is particularly preased to note that a serious effortis to be made to valorise the resurts of JRC research and to encourage thetransfer of technology and dissemination of information resulting fromthe Centre,s work.
44. The JRC is to continue
research programmes and for
Ivlember States. This reactor
be maintained.
operating the HFR reactor
the benefit of programmes
is an important means of
both for its own
carried out by the
irradiation and should
VI. THE ESSOR PROBLE}4
45' rt is protrrcsed to use the ESSOR reactor for the supen-sena project,which is an in-piIe experiment simuraLing the behaviour of right_waterreactor fuel in the event of coolant 10ss. pursuant to the terms of acontract drawn up under Article 6 (c) of the EAEC Treaty, this reactorhas been financed so far by the rtarian Government, and will be up to theend of the present programme. The rtalian Government is furthermore,building the supER-sARA experimentar roop. ft is foreseen that wlth thenew programme the SUPER-SARA roop wirl be used in a community framework withUnited States and Japanese participation, the loop being put at thedistrrcsa1 of the Community by the ftalian government.
46 At present the rtarian Government supports the staff of 222 requiredto run ESSOR. As from 1 January l9gL, when the contract with ltaly comesto an end' the community will have to cover these staff costs as welr as theoperating costs of ESSoR within the framework of the supER_SARA project.
4 7' As large sums wirr have been invested in supER-SARA and as the valueof this test programme is considerable, the Committee on Energy and Researchbelieves it to be of great imtrrcrtance that the councir take a positivedecision with regard to the financing of EssoR and the EssoR staff after theend of the contract wiLh the ftatian covernment so that ESSoR can becomea Community asset.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
49. The Committee on Energy and Research endorses the Commission's
choice of actions for its prolrcsed new JRC multiannual programme. It is
pleased to note the emphasis that has been put on energy, and
particularly on nuclear safety and the development of new energies. No
efforts should be spared as far as the safety of nuclear installations
is concerned. Moreover, increased safety may help to make nuclear
energry more acceptable to the general public.
49. As far as new energies are concerned, your rapporteur agrees with
the Commission's choice of fusion, solar and hydrogen as the sectors
in which the greatest efforts should be made. This Committee also agrees
with actions designed to assist the nuclear safeguards inspectorate.
50. The Committee is also pleased to see that, after 
€nerl11lr environmental
protection is adequately provided for in the new multiannual programme.
51. This Committee has repeatedly insisted on the greatest possible
coordination between direct, indirect and national research programmes.
The Commission has devoted considerable attention to the probtem of
coordination, and the Conunittee believes that, in this respect the ACPI{s
can play a valuable role. The Committee also agrees with the need for a
greater emphasis being given to the evaluation of research results and
endorses the Commission's decision to continue its efforts to rronitor
the progress of each project.
52. The Committee on Energy and Research once more suplprts the concept
'of a rolling progralune whereby the last year of a multiannual programme
becomes the first year of a nev, programme. This reads to continuity
and a smooth transition between prograrnmes.
I
53. Your rapporteur is particularly pleased to note that the proportion of
personnel expenditure to operating expenditure is to be in the ratio
oit 5I% Lo 49%. He also notes that the formulation of Article 2 0f the
draft Council decision should not in any way detract from the budgetary
povrers of the European Parliament.
54. Work on nuclear safety is of the greatest value, and the SUPER-SARA
project forms an important part of the Centre's work on nuclear safety.
This project will involve considerable expenditure on the part of the
rtalian Government, expenditure which the committee berieves to be
well spent- consequently this Committee calls on the Council to give a
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firm undertaking that it wirl take over supER-sARA as a corununity
proj ect.
55. The JRC could play an important research and training role in
a community 5rcricy of cooperation with deveroping countries in the
field of energy. The projects dealing with solar energy, hydrogen
and remote sensing from space have a particular relevance for Lhe Third
world' Furthermore, scientists and technicians from developing countries
should be abre to participate in rspra courses. This committee
encourages the JRC to make its technical expertise available to Third
World countries, and, in particular, the associated ACp states, when
required.
56. In its Annual Report for the financj-a1 year L977L, the Court ofAuditors of the EuroPean communities criticised aspects of the financiar
management and investment programmes of the rspra and Karrsruhe
establishments- The court's criticisms referred only to specific aspects
of management during the year in question, and, consequently, would notbe appricable to the proposed new progranune. This comnittee nevertheress
calls on the commission to ensure that the financial management of the
centre will be conducted henceforth in such a manner as to merit the
approbation of the Court of Auditors, which fulfilts an invaluable rote
as auditor and financial controller.
57 - rn conclusion the committee on Energy and Research
Commission's proSrcsal for a multiannual programme of the
Centre 1980-1983.
approves the
,Ioint Research
oJ No. C 313, 30.12.J978
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OPINION OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON BI'DGETS
Draftsman : Lord BESSBOROUGH
On 2I tlarch 1979 the Committee on Budgets appointed Lord Bessborough
draftsman.
It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 28 and 29 l,larch
and 4 and 5 April 1979 and adopted it unanimously at the latter meeting.
Present : Mr Bangemann, vice-chairman and acting chairman;
Lord Bessborough, draftsman; Mr Alber, !1r Amadei, Lord Bruce of Donington,
l"lrs Dah1erup, l,lr Dankert, I'!r Notenboom, Mr Ripamonti, tr{r Shaw and
l'1r Spinelli.
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1- This proposal for a mul-tiannuat programme of the Joint Research centre
(1980-1983) is the outcome of a review of the current programme for I977-I9SO
undertaken Pursuant to Article 3 of the Council Decision of 18 JuIy 1977
adopting a programme for L977-L9801, which lays down that the programme is to
be reviewed during its third year and may be folrowed by a new four-year
programme.
Content and obiectives
2. The programme for 1980-1983 extends a
reorients several others, proposes a few new
for the winding up of one or two projects.
number of current activities,
projects and, finaIly, prorrides
The key topics are :
matters of priority concern in nuclear safety;
the development of future forms of energy;
the study and protection of the enuironment;
the development and execution of reference measurement,s;
the provision of specialized scientific ano technical support for the
Commission' s sectoral activit,ies.
The programme concent,rates on six research areas, each subdivided
int,o a number of programmes which themselves are broken down into several
individual projects.
The following table shows the current and proposed prograrnmes :
I.1. Reactor Safety
2. Plutonium Fuels and Actinide
Research
3. Management, of Nuclear Materials
and Radioactive Waste
(see V.2. below)
1. Solar Energy
2. Hydrogen
3. ThermonucLear Fusion Technology
4. High Temperature Materials
A.1. Reactor Safety
A.2. Plutonium Fuels and Actinide
Research
A.3. Safety of Nuclear Materials
A.4 Fissile l4aterials Control
and Management
B.L. Solar Energy
B.2. Hydrogen Production, Energy
Storage and Transport
B.3. Thermonuclear Fusion Tech-
nology
8.4. High Temperature Materials
CURREMT PROGRAM}4ES
1 o, *o. L 2oo, B.B .1977, p.4
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III. Enrrironment and Resources
IV. Measurements, Standards and
Reference Techniques (laETRE)
V. Service and Support Actirrities
1. Data Processing
2. Control of Fissile Material
3. Utilization of the HFR
C.I. Protection of the Environment,
C.2. Remote Sensing from Space
D.1. Nuclear measurements
8.2.
F,I
8.4 
-
E. 5.
E.5.
Data Processing(see A.4. above)
Support to Safeguards
Support to the Community
Bureau of Reference
Training and Education
Ut,ilization of Research Resul
ProyisioSr gf Scientifie andIecnnrcaJ. servrces on request
Operation of t,he HFR
This structure t,akes account of the specific nature of the research
objecLives and aPpears an ideal basis for efficient technical and financial
management.
3 - The committee on Budgets is pleased to note that this proposal largely
sat,isfies the wishes which Parliament expressed at an earlier datel. parti-
cular reference can be made here to the following budgetary and financial
aspects :
- lll:3_r_ e9 js:!sel!_ e5_ !!e_ !e!31_ !!gss!
The Committee on Budgets and Parliament have repeatedly urged the
budgetization of the rescurces needed each year for multiannual programmes.
Article 2 of the proposal for a council decision, unlike the council
Decision of 18 July 1977 adopting a programme for Lg77-Lggo, states that
the figures for the financial resources and staff harre an indicative value
on1y.
- sssse-beJelse-belwees- epprep+e!i9!E_ 
_r9r_ eqErr!_islrelrc9_elg
-ilsgglges!-ses!e-g!-!!9-9!s-!elg-elg_3ppr9pr_ig!]9!!__r9r_e!3_r_r
costs on the other
As indicated below in point 6, the ratio of expenditure on staff to
expenditure on scientific and technical management has changed from 57"/"-43%
in the programme for L977-L980 to 5L"/"-49% in the new programme. In itself,
r-
- Resolution embodying the opinion of the European parliament on theproposal from the Commission of the European communities to the Councilfor a multiannual research programme of the Joint, Research centre (1977-1980), o.T No. C 238, 11.10.L976, p.Lz. Report,s on the grant,ing of thedischarge in respect of the 1975 and 1976 iinancial y".i", Docl 165/77,2A.6.L977,and Doc. 489/78, 8.L2.Lg7a-. Report on the draft general budgetfor the financial year 1979, Doc. 4OO/7A, 23.IO.LglB-
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this decrease is most wercome, of course, but it shourd be backed up by a
cost-benefit analysis; as we shall see later, no such analysis is provided.
- 
_EIpgIrS] 9!r _ 99!!f g_1 
_ egg_ pgg S_ib_r 9_ f 99Il 9 ! !e!t 9!_ 9_f _ lhe v ar i o u s
sslg_iyl st 9! I _ 9l- !!s _ prgsr 3ss9
vfith respect to its internal management, the JRC has taken measureg
to assess the current programmes so that it may introduce the requisite
modifications in good time. This scheme provides for half-yearly progress
reports and a budget for operational expenditure with monthly allocat,ions
to the various research objectives from the overall operational budget.
- welgrtls ean effect
This refers to the fact that the relatively modest amounts earmarked
must not be spread over too many projects. compared with previous programmes,
this proposal excels in it,s choice of actirrities, the priorities fixed and
the concentration of resources, al} of which seem to meet the needs of the
Community and the wishes of parliament.
4' However, another request made by Parliament, namely the submission of
an anarysis of costs and profitability of the research projects, has been
ignored. Although the commission notes that the JRC is considering the
assessment of research findings and is making use of a number of indicatofs
to this end, the proposal contains no concrete data concerning the results
obtained nor concerning the conclusions which the JRC may have drawn from
these results- There is no mention at all of any cost-benefit analysis.
The Committee on Budgets is fully aware of the problems facing the
JRC, and for that matter the national research laboratories, in assessing
results from this angle and in drawing up a cost-benefit analysis. However,
it Lakes the view that these statistics are indispensable for the budgetary
authority and for the institution called upon to grant the discharge, and
therefore proposes to insist once again that the commission submit ,a precise
and readily comprehensibl-e report,l.
5. Staff
The Council Decision adopt.ing the progranune for I977-L9g0 st.ipulate.d
that Lhe maximum number of staff shoutd be progressiuely reduced from 2,Ilg
to 2,038 members.
1 o, *o. c 238, 11.10.1976, p.13, para. L4 of the resolution
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The commission is now proposing that staff should number Z,260z
i.e. the 2,O38 from the preuious prograrnme plus t,he 222 employees assigned
to the ESSOR complex.
At this stage the Commission feels that the number of staff should
not be increased. Efforts should be concentrated rather on improving
flexibility, achieving optimum efficiency of its laboratories and on wider
participation by its technicians in the world of research.
The commission points out that cutting back and stabilizing staffing
leuels is like1y to result, in an ageing of the staff and that,, because of the
insecurity associated with the contract system, it is not always possibte to
attract specialists with the requisite experience. The Commission accepts
that the overall lerre1 of personnel is stabilized, but asks for authorization
to anticipate the natural wastage of staff and to harre 70 posts available
in excess of the authorized number. The commisslon undertakes to restore the
situation to normal as early as possible, and in any case before the last
year of the programme.
rn 
'iew of the nat,ural wast,age caused by resignations, deaths, transfers
and retirement, which no\i, amounts to approximately 40 staff per year, the
commission's undert,aking seems not unrealistic. The figure may perhaps
increaae if the voluntary early retirement scheme is int,roduced. rn the
light of these statistics and of the considerations set out in point 1l(I),
the committee on Budgets has decided to approve these 70 posts.
Now that tho levet of etaff has been 
"a.orrrr.d for aeverar years,the timc apPears ripe to consider whether allocation of staff to the various
activit'ies could be improved. Particular consideration must be giuen to exami.
ning the questions whether sotr€ staff are not too highly qualified, whether
the ratio of adminietrative to research and maintenance staff ie sound,
whether the ratio of staff for the JRc's own research projects to staff employ,
to fo1lo"'r up indirect actions is a,ppropriate to the nature and volume of the
work, etc- The Comnittee on Budgets takes lhe view that the court of Auditors
ehould definitely consider thie aqpect too as part of its control activitiee.
6. Br.Iqet appropriati
Thc total burlget appropriation required amounts to 542.G million EUA,
,to be totally financed through ttrq budget and broken down over the four-year
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Programme as follows :
The Commission notes that a comparison with the 1977-1980 programme is
hardly relevant since the latter did not include the Commission's support for
sectoral policies, measures for the physical protection of establishments and
the operation of the ESSOR'reactor.
The Committee on Budgets takes the view, however,that such a comparison
could be highly relevant; it would suffice to put the corresponding financial
data for E}:.e L977-1980 programme and for the activities not, included therein
side by side.
These data, together with the informat,ion on outstanding conrmitment
appropriations from the programme 
- 
to which the only reference made is that
they are to be cancelled 
- 
are nowhere to be found in the explanatory memo-
randum to this proposal. The Committee on Budgets will revert to this matter
during the budgetary procedure for the 1980 budget.
On the other hand, the proposal does contain very detailed information
on the allocation of financial resources and staff to the various programmes.
A summary table showing this information is set out in the Annex to this
opinion.
It should be pointed out that the programme A.1. on Reaetor Safety
already covers the PAHR project, (6.77 million EUA), which stilt requires
approval from the Advisory Committees if it is to be launched in L992.
The staff costs and operating cost,s of the ESSOR reactor, which the
It,alian covernment will no longer meet aft,er 31 December 1980, are provided
for in the SUPER-SARA project under prograrnme A.1. on React,or Safety. Pursuant
to Article 6(c) of the EAEC Treaty, Italy will finance this reactor until the
end of 1980. It should be mentioned in this connection that Italy has giuen
undertakings regarding the construct,ion of the SUPER-SARA's experimental
loop, which will be placed at the Communit,y's disposal, too, on l,fanuary 1981.
Nature of
expenditure
1980
CA PA
r981
CA PA
L982
CA PA
I983
CA PA
I984
CA I'(0ITAI,
staff
Operating
expenditure
65.4 65.4
67 .8 57.6
70 .8 70.8
65.6 65.6
69.9 69.9
68.4 6A.4
69.9 69 .9
64.8 64.8 LO.2
276
( 5r%)
265.6
(4e%)
TOTAL L33.2 L23 .2 L36.4 ]36.4 138.3 I38.3 L34.7 L34.7 LO.2 542.6
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This investment is estimated at 12.5 miltion EUA.
7. Revenue
The programme is entirely financed through the Community budget.
Nevertheless, it will generate a certain amount of revenue, in particular
from the ESSOR reactor at Ispra, which as mentioned above, has been ptaced
at the disposal of the Italian covernment. Item 9220 provides for this
reuenue (estimated at 6 million EUA in 1980) to cover the expenditure on
ltem 3330 'ESSOR reactor installations and staff placed at the disposal
of the ftalian Government'. Apart from this, revenue estimated at, I.9
million EUA is expected from various third parties.
The table in the Annex shows only the net expenditure, i.e. the
reuenue has already been deducted from the gross expendit,ure.
Operation of the HFR is still the subject of a supplementary prograrnme
financed in equal parts by the Netherlands and Germany. The Commission has,
however, adopted this progranune as a Community programme so as not to pre-
judge the decision of those l4ember States.
8. Presentation of the financial and budqetary data
The committee notes that the explanatory memorandum to this proposal
sets out rrery clearly the allocation of appropriations to the various
prograrnmes but includes very litt1e informat,ion on how this data was cal-
culated, the real impact on the 1980 budget, the revenue side of the
prograrnme, etc.
9. Obseruations of the court of Auditors
The Court ot Auditors makes a number of observations on the Ispra
Establishment (Italy) and the Karlsruhe European Transuranics Inst,itute
'l(eermany)-. The aforemenLioned ESSOR complex in Ispra is in particular
the subject of a number of comments which prompt reflexion. The Committee
on Budgets - and in particular its Control Subcommittee - is at present
investigating this aspect of the matter as part of its procedure for granting
a discharge in respect of the 1977 budget. At, this juncture 1et it suffice
to express the hope that the Commission will take the opportunity presented
by the start of the new multiannual prograrnme to put, its affairs in order.
10. Preparation of the proqramme; liaison with the other institutions
and advisorv bodies
The Committee on Budgets notes with
was drawn up against the background of a
T-
- Annual Report of the Court of Auditors
Doc. 5OO/78, 30.L.1979
satisfaction that this prograrnme
permanent, dialogue between the
for the financial year L977,
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institutions and competent bodies in the
considerable effort was made to involue
stage of Lhe programme.
Member St,ates and
the staff as early
the ,fRC. A
as the preparat,ion
The committee notes that the Commission of
feels that the scope and powers of the exist,ing
Programme Management need to be extended little
the European Communities
Advisory Committees on
or not at aII.
The committee shares the concern of the commission of the European
communities that the whole process of drawing up and adopt,ing research
programmes threatens to become excessiuely complicated, inflexible and
time-consuming, to the detriment of the implementation of research acti-
vities, and therefore invites the comrnission to draw up suitable proposals
to facilitate a more frexibre policy, but wLthout making the permanent
dialogue unwieldy.
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(a)
CONCLUSIONS
11. The Committee on Budgets :
notes with satisfaction that the prograrune for 1980-1983 largely complies
with Parliament's repeated requests in the financial and budgetary sph6lcB,
especially with respect to:
- 
the possibility of adjusting the total budget annually
- 
balancing the ratio of expenditure on staff to administrat,ive and
investment expenditure
- 
providing an ongoing assessment of the programmes, progress
- 
concentrating resources on a limited number of important projects;
points out, hor,rrever, that parriament's request for a cost-benefit
analysis has still not been met, and urgentry repeats its requesti
notes that, as the court of Auditors and others have pointed out, there
are st,ilI serious deficiencies in prograrune management, with
respect to the EssoR comprex, and urgentry invites the commission to
provide a solution to this problem;
(d) expresses its satisfaction at the downward trend in the ratio of expendi-
ture on staff to scientific and technical expend.iture, to the benefit of
the latter;
considers it appropriaLe for the court, of Auditors, as the control body,
to be closely involved in the allocation of staff, both in terms of number
and grade, to the various projects and tasks to be carried out by the JRC,
so that the aforementioned cost ratio may be placed in its proper context;
takes the view that the temporary measure requested by the Commission for
70 additional posts will provide no effective or permanent solution to the
centre's staffing problems, and that attempts shourd be made to improve
project planning and to offer contracts in order to attain a proper ratio
between administrative and research staff;
(S) resolves to consider the allocation of appropriations for the 1977-1980
Programme under the budgetary procedure in Lhe light of the statistics
requested above;
(h) welcomes the fact that, the programme was prepared carefully and that
account was taken of the wishes and prerogatives of the inst,itutions,
organs and staff involved in the prograrnme,
(b)
(c)
(e)
(f)
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(i) hopes that the commission wilr continue arong this path with a view toimproving its assessment of the activities and enabling them to be adjusted
more frexibry to the changing circumstances and needs of the community,
(j) reiterates its request for fulr and crear notification of the financial
and budgetary imptications of the proposed progranme,
(k) approves the struct,ure of the programme and the indicative arrocations forfinanciar resources and. staff raid down therein together with
the 70 officiars requested by the commission, over and above the number
of staff authorized;
(1) does so, however, on the assurance from the Commission that
(i) these new posts, which represent a transitional measure, wiII have
the effect of replacing permanent posts by temporary personner on
contracts and
(ii) officials over sixty years of age who retire will not be taken back
on temporary contracts;
(m) delivers a favourable opinion subject to the foregoing conclusions.
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SUl.1I.1ARY TABLE
OF IHE I98' . I9B3 PROGRAI,II'IE
Appropriations in million EUA
I tem Prog ramme Number of
pro j ects
R.S. T.S Appropri atr on
for staff
Speci fi c
appropri ati ons
for the programme
Speci fr c
appropni ati ons
for servi ces
Total fl
appropri ati ons
A1
A?
A3
A4
Reactor Safety
Pl utoni um Fuel s and
Actinide Research
Safety of Nuclear Haterials
Fissil e l,,laterials Control
and llanagement
Iotal i,lucl ear Safety
11
3
4
+
287
117
ra)
60
679
205
114
7 B,548
25.505
14.22
14.982
35,580
9.902
2.781
2.677
40.602
23.823
5.234
5.455
155.930
59.230
22.235
23.114
lo 72
10.9 1
4.09
+.26
22 516 1 1.r B 1 33.355 52.040 1\ 11L 260.509 +b
ts1
BI
B3
84
So1 ar Energy
llydrogen Production, Energy
Storage and Iransport
Thernonucl ear Fusi on
Technol oqy
H'i qh Temperature Ilaterials
Total iiev Energi es
4
1
6
3
63
40
63
3B
127
fl
13U
6J
15.211
9.852
16.26
7.881
5.381
a aE)
4.988
3.'lb7
5.1 60
? 22'
7.161
4.928
25.81 8
15.447
28.409
15.97 6
4.7 6
, QE
5.24
2.94
16 ?04 20/ 49.28 15.789 20.581 85.6s0 15.7 B
LI
c2
Protection of the Environmen
.Remote Sensinq frorn Space
Total Protection of the
Envi ronment
5
2
90
50
174
97
21.64 5
12.109
4.536
3.060
8.939
1.557
35.220
19.735
5.49
3.6tt
8 140 211 33.754 7.595 1 3.505 54.956 10. 13
D1 Nucl ear }leasurenents 113 194 24.218 7.1 07 15.552 47.941 8.84
I
L,J
o
I
l=
tr
tr
UI{
Fo{
l-tt
t-J.
T
R.S. . Research Staff
I.S.. Toial Staff
SUH}IARY IABLE 0F THE 1980 - 
.l983 
PROGRA|'|lIE (continued)
EI
E2
E3
E4
E5
E5
lnformatr cs
Support to Safeguards
Support to the Comrnunity
Bureau of Reference
Training and Educatjon
Uti I i zati on of Research
Resu'l ts
Provi si on of Sci enti fi c and
Iechnical Services on
Request
Iotal Specific Support to
the Ccnmi ssi on
2 26
18
7
o
4
32
E4
13
17
14
bt
6,455
4.66
1.58 1
2.1 56
1.7 97
7.69 5
I 
.541
1.529
311
544
510
376
2.811
2.841
173
763
453
2.877
I 0.923
9.035
2.725
3.463
2.760
.10.940
2.0r
1.51
0.51
0. i4
0.51
2.02
96 195 24.35s 4.91 1 10.530 39.856
F1 HFR Reactor 41 88 10.97 B , n20 40.688 53.705 0 0r
IOIAL r.110 2.260 216 89.64 2 17 6.981 542.623 q r00
I(,
H
I
r including a provisional amount of 6.772 reserved for the :pAHRtproject.
tu
t'l
(rt{
F
@{
t-tt
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OPINION OF THE @MI4ITTEE ON THE EIWIRON}4EMT, PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Draftsman : Mr NOE'
At its meeting of 21 March 1979 the Committee on the Enviroruuent,
Pub1ic Health and Consumer Protection appointed ltlr NOE|, draftsman.
It considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 2 April 1979
and adopted it uanimously.
Present: Mrs Krouwel-V1am, chairman; Mr Andersen, l,lr Dinesen
(deputizing for I'tr Edrrards) , Mr Ellis, Mr Lamberts, Lord St. Oswald,
I"tr Picbe, t"!rs Squarcialupi, Mr Verhaegen and I,Ir Wawrzik.
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INTRODUCTION
1- rn 1976 the committee on the Environment, public Health and consumer
Protection gave a favourable opinion on a multiannual prograrnme for the
period from 1977-1980. The Programme presently under discussion wilr ptolong
and replace this 4-yeat progranrme and wiII cover the period from l9g0-19g3.
2- The present programme does not differ to any large extent in orientation
from the eurrent Progralnme and it centres around six research areas (as against
five in Lhe L977-1980 programme)
A. 
- 
Nuclear safety and the fuel cycle
B. - Future forms of energy
C. 
- Study and protection of the environment
D. 
- Nuclear measurements
E. 
- specific support for the commission,s sectorar aetivities
F. - Operation of large-scale installations.
3. This committee will confine itself to examining those topies (areas A
and C above) of particular interest to the envirorunent.
NUCLEAR SAFEII' AND TIIE FIJEL CYCLE
4- This research area is sub-divided into four programmes, each of which
is sub-divided into various projects.
5. The first programme concerns reactor safety and the various projects
involve studies of behaviour of substances under accident conditions. The
two most important projects are the Project LoBI and the supER-sARA project.
It aPpears that the ESSOR reactor, which is necessary for the execution
of the-suPER-SARA Pioject, presents certain problems with regard to financing.
Your Committee can only support the view of the Comrnittee on Energy and
Research which ca1ls on the Council to take a decision whereby the operation
of this reactor be financed by the community as from I January r9go.
6. The three other prograrnmes in this area are:
- 
Plutonium fuels and actinide research
- Safety of nuclear materials and
- Safeguards and management of fissile materials.
Your committee has no particular remark to make concerning these Lhree
programmes.
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STI]DY AND PROTECTION OF TIIE ENVIRONMEI]T
7. Under this heading the programmes proposed are:
- 
Protect,ion of the environment and
- Remote sensing from space.
AII the projects are connected with the problem of the introduction of
toxic chemical substances into the environment. Here again, your Committee
has very litt1e to say except to approve these projects. It draws attention
to the ECDIN Project, which has been given a special priority and which
should result in the setting up of an information and data network on
chemical substances.
8. Research activities are to be continued in the area of rarote sensing
from space and two projects are proposed:
- Agriculture and
- 
Protection of the Sea.
9. Your committee considers that priority should be given to the protection
of the sea project and notes that this project will be undertaken by the
Community as part of its obligations under the Barcelona Convention.
CONCLUSIONS
10. Your Corunittee is generally favourable to the continuation of the
JRC Progranrme. It considers that the Programme takes sufficient aceount
of protection of the environment and is pleased to note that the guestion
of reactor safety occupies guite a large place in the Programme.
11. Although the question of alternative sources of energy is more a
subject for the Energy and Researeh Committee, your Committee is nonetheless
pleased to note that consideration is being given to solar energlr which
must rank as a number one alternative of the future. Your Co[unittee feels
that reference should be made to this guestion in the motion for a
resolution drawn up by the Committee on Energy and Research.
L2. The importance of the SUPER-SARA Project should be emphasised and
your committee fully supports the position of the Committee on Energy and
Research in this matter.
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